Production forests, mussel farms and clean water provide a range of opportunities and challenges. Photo: D. Cooper

of the amenity plantings around the homestead. The departure by launch, similar to arrival, required some fitness and agility to climb a ladder from the beach over the bow onto the launch deck.

It was good to see local section members of the Institute learning from others’ experiences.

Don Cooper

NZIF survey report available

The August issue of NZ Forestry carried Kathrine Fraser’s report on the survey of NZIF membership.

Copies of the full survey report including tables of responses and appendices are available from the NZIF National Office, PO Box 19840, Christchurch at a cost of $20 per copy.

As Kathrine noted, respondents added a wealth of qualitative comment to their replies and these comments are included in the full survey report, giving a rich extra dimension to the statistical results.

John Galbraith
Vice President

management practices to ensure they’re environmentally sound.

It’s about the computer software we use to model forest growth to ensure we make the logs our customers want.

If all you want to see are the trees. That’s fine.

At Carter Holt Harvey Forests, it’s our business to see the bigger picture.